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About This Game

Welcome to England. Take on the role of a hitman, brought out of retirement by your former boss to help rid the streets of a
mysterious new drug known only as HYPE. Navigating the UK via the night train you are tasked with hunting down HYPE

suppliers and getting paid to drive up the street price of the drug.

Open-World Isometric action. Bleak, moody isometric graphics set the scene as you ride between endless procedurally
generated, open world levels. Explore the streets to find arms dealers, drug dealers, customers and most importantly – the target.

How far can you get? With no limit to the number of HYPE suppliers on the streets, you will take on an infinite number of
procedurally generated levels and an ever-increasing police presence to reach your targets.

Choose the right tools. With up to 6 different weapons to purchase and upgrade, and a vast array of gadgets / equipment, from
tracking devices to drones, you will have to decide how best to spend your earnings to suit your style of play.

Develop your skills. 5 years of lying on the beaches of Thailand (or was it Cambodia?) have left you feeling a bit rusty – with
multiple skills to upgrade keep taking out those targets and you will find your feet in no time.

Welcome to the HYPE Trade. With such a hot insider tip on the rising price of HYPE, why sit on it? Buy and sell the drug at
perpetually increasing prices and make some extra pocket money on the side.
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Loved this game when it was Granado Espada Sword of the New World. Hands down the BEST soundtrack of any game to date.

If the game would actually install instead of erroring out, I'd write a review of it's current state.

I can't install the game. What.. Excellent and surprisingly relaxing game! Simple air traffic control management without timers
or any sort of pressure.. BlackInk is amazing!

I like to use different kinds of design and paint software. BlackInk is one of my favourites to play around with.

Some features are simply fantastic and make my art flow.

Keep up the great work guys. I love your software!. 10/10 would mauw again. Excellent with friends, although the AI is quite
good too, even if they do wall bounce a bit too much on the difficult tracks. Cars handle well, having no brakes means you really
have to think about your apexes and the graphics, weapons (which you can turn on or off) and time trial modes are good. If I
have a reservation, its that there are not enough tracks. Too many are oval like and that limits the challenge. Double the tracks
and this will be a must buy.. Terrible. Don't even bother.
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Hi buy it just mow cant open the menu i try both my controllers but cant
please fix it :(. It's early access yet (01\/29\/14) so the game is not complete, but what is there is very promising.

Arcane Worlds takes up the same style of game play as the Magic Carpet series put out by BullFrog in 1994. In the intervening
two decades nobody has taken up the gauntlet and offered up such a destructable world. It's not bullet holes and burn marks
slapped up when you miss but burning trees and craters gouged out of the landscape. Even though the roster of spells is only
about half filled the expectation is there; There is no problem that can't be solved with some magic.

The developer is doing everything right and I can't imagine early access on steam was an easy decision. I have no doubts that
single player will eventually become a fully realized spiritual successor to the Magic Carpet style of gameplay. The frustrating
part of this is going to be waiting while the developer keeps up the same quality job implementing the rest of the game. Looking
forward to each new update adding Spells or other game play features, and since I am sure the Dev will be sick of it not going to
compare Arcane Worlds to Magic Carpet again. But it really is well done and unique with a great sense of art design.

Pros
What's there works, and is a professional job! Single Player, the Spells that are currently present, creatures, magic portals,
multiple worlds, and the redoing the landscaping all work and every single part of that looks great.

Cons
It's very early access. Only about half of the spells are in place, an odd choice of mana collector models, and a bare minimum of
creatures to provide mana. Also there is no "dungons & dragons" style story or missions in place yet so frankly it's very very
early access at this point. The biggest problem is the simple fact that the game is early access and not "done".

. If you go to a room which you can't get through, your only option is to stay and keep trying/dying forever, or restart the game.
There's no way to just go back to an earlier savepoint. that's a shame because it could have been a lot of fun.. Simple yet elegant,
interesting mechanics.. Mr. Robot is long, the combat is tedious, the controls are finicky and yet, I keep coming back to it. It's
just the right mix of story, puzzle, and combat to be engaging.. from what i have played so far it seems like a pretty good game
GOOD:
it has survival
lots of levels
hardcore mode
casual mode
duel mode
fun gameplay
many upgrades
controller support

BAD:
no way to edit upgrades once you have started the level (even if you replay it)
a few bugs
no tutorial
if you buy the wrong upgrades there is no way to sell them and buy different ones so you can end up making the game really
hard.. Love Motorstorm and Sega Rally?

This might be the game for you.

Arcade racing with Sega Rally style controls on beautiful tracks. A great arcade racer that may not provide maximum value at
full price but if you have the chance to pick it up cheap, give it a go.

You will love it.. Befriended a bug-man, fed a vampire, and fought a god. Excellent game.. Ah Darkstone. I remember playing it
back in the day. It actually hasn't run properly when I was on Win 7, but after changing my rig not so long ago I rebooted it
today (on Win 10), and it works just fine. I recommend this game not only for nostalgic reasons. Although the graphics do seem
to show its age, the game is really nice and worth picking up by any Action RPG fan.. Simply an amazing game, one of the best
off road experiences out there today, a true off road adventure.
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